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ABstrACt

Most of the digital communication system uses forward error correction (FEC) in addition with interleaver 
to achieve reliable communication over a noisy channel. To get useful information from intercepted data, in non-
cooperative context, it is necessary to have algoritihms for blind identification of FEC code and interleaver parameters. 
In this paper, a matrix rank-based algebraic algorithm for the joint and blind identification of block interleaved 
convolution code parameters for cases, where interleaving length is not necessarily an integer multiple of codeword 
length is presented. From simulations, it is observed that the code rate and block interleaver length are identified 
correctly with probability of detection equal to 1 for bit error rate values of less than or equal to 10-4.
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1.  IntroduCtIon
Shannon1  has  proved  that  it  is possible  to  achieve    probability 

of  bit error arbitrarily close to zero over AWGN channel if 
channel capacity, ( )2log 1C B SNR= +

 
bits/s, is more than source 

information rate (R). In digital communications, with the use 
of well-suited forward error correcting (FEC) code and R C≤ , 
it is possible to achieve bit error rate (BER) to any value close to 
zero over AWGN channel2. The convolution code is one type 
of FEC code that helps in achieving reliable communication 
over a noisy channel2-4. The blind identification of convolution 
code parameters have been studied based on linear algebraic5-8, 
maximum likelihood9-10, euclidean11 and soft information and 
correlation attack12 algorithms. 

Most FEC codes have been designed to correct random 
errors. The performance of such codes degrades with burst 
errors, which is defined as, errors occuring in many consecutive 
bits as compared to random errors occuring in bits independent 
of each other. To counter the burst channel errors interleaving 
is commonly used with random error correcting FEC codes. 
The blind identification of interleaver length based on linear 
algebriac algorithm has been reported in literatures13-14.  

Blind detection of block interleaved FEC code parameters 
has been studied15-17. Tixier15, discusses blind identification 
of block interleaved convolution code, in which interleaver 
size is identified first using algorithms is presented13-14 and 
then algorithm for blind identification of convolution code 
parameter is presented. Limitation of the algorithms is that it 
assumes the interleaver length ( L ) to be an integer multiple 
of codeword length ( n ), that is, , 1,L n= λ λ > λ  is a positive 
integer15-17. In practice, like, covert operations or surveillance, 
there may not be such restriction on the interleaver length, that 
is, 1, +λ > λ ∈ . In these cases, algorithm presented15 fails to 

identify interleaver length. In this paper, an algorithm for blind 
identification of block interleaved convolution code, where 
interleaver length is not necessarily an integer multiple of 
convolution codeword length is presented. 

 
2. system model And ProBlem 

statement
2.1 system model

Figure 1 shows the system model assumed for this 
study, where receiver has a-prior knowledge about symbol 
rate, carrier frequency, line code, pulse shaping filter and 
modulation scheme used at transmitter. Further, perfect 
time and carrier/phase synchronisation are also assumed. 
With all these assumptions, dashed rectangle portion of the 
Fig. 1 can be modeled as binary symmetric channel (BSC) 
with bit error probability p . The system is presented using  
following Eqn. (1).

 [ ] [ ] [ ] ( ), 1y l x l w l l N= ⊕  ≤ ≤                                       (1)

where [ ] 1w l = with probability p , ⊕  represents modulo-2 
addition and N is number of transmitted bits.

2.2 Problem statement
Given an N bit sequence y , identify the convolution code 

rate /k n  and interleaver length L , where n  and L  need not 
be integer mutiple of each other, that is, ,L n= λ  1λ >  and 

+λ ∈ ¡ë +∈ .

3. BlInd IdentIfICAtIon of 
ConvolutIon Code PArAmeters
Ahmed5, presents an algorithm for blind identification of 

convolution code parameters for a noiseless channel. Assuming 
the detected N bit sequence, [ ]1 2y Nb b b= … , as an input to the 
identification algorithm, the flow chart for the identification 
process is shown in Fig. 2. The ratio of difference between aR ’s 
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to difference between aN ’s is identified as k/n. For identification 
of parameters from a sequence y affected with noise, an 
iterative algorithm is presented in paper8. In each iteration, the 
rows of the matrix M (as described in Fig. 2) are permuted. 
This permutation process increases the probability of obtaining 
the non-erroneous pivots during the Gauss elimination method. 
This iterative algorithm is able to detect the presence of the 
convolution code for the bit error rate value of less than or 
equal to 210−

 with probability of detection equal to 1. 
For the rate /k n  convolution code, number of columns 

( C ) and rank ( R ) of first rank-deficient matrix are given by 
Eqns. (2) and (3)5, respectively, where ′µ  is memory of the 
dual code. For the algorithm presented in Fig. 2, values of aN
and aR  of first rank deficient matrix are equal to C and R, 
respectively. 

( ) 1C n n k
µ ′= + −  

                                                     (2)

( )kR C n= + ′µ

 

                                                             (3)

Equation (2) can be interpreted as criterion C1,

C1: Since the value of ( ) 1n k
µ  + −  

′  is a positive 

integer, for convolution codes, the minimum number of 
columns C , of first rank-deficient matrix, is an integer 

multiple of codeword length  n . The value of ( ) 1n k
µ  + −  

′

conveys the number of codewords, that is, /C n .

4. BlInd IdentIfICAtIon of BloCK  
    InterleAver PArAmeter 

The blind identification of interleaver parameters has 
been studied using linear algebraic approach13-14, which 

discusses an algorithm for identification of block interleaver 
length ( , 1,L n= λ λ > λ  is a positvie integer). The basic idea in 
this algorithm is same as the algorithm of blind identification 
of convolution code parameters. We get an integer number 
of codewords in a block of L  bits, therefore, the number of 
columns of first rank-deficient matrix is L . In this case the 
difference between aN ’s of the two consecutive rank-deficient 
matrices is the identified interleaver length.

5. ProPosed AlgorIthm for 
BlInd IdentIfICAtIon of BloCK 
InterleAved ConvolutIon Code 
PArAmeters
Ahmed5, et al. discusses the case of identification of FEC 

code parameters for non noisy environment. The performance 
of iterative algorithm presented8 for a noisy channel depends 
upon the threshold value chosen for the detection of the 
dependent columns of the matrix M . The threshold value 
is determined from the knowledge of channel variance. One 
limitation of the algorithm presented in papers13-14 is that it 
assumes the interleaver length to be an integer multiple of 
codeword length. A new algorithm for blind identification 
of block interleaved convolution code parameters, in case of 
noisy channel, has been proposed. The algorithm addresses the 
limitations of the algorithms presented in papers5, 8, 13, 14. 

5.1 Proposed algorithm
As interleaving length is not integer multiple of 

codeword length, we get an integer number of codewords in 

( ). . ,D L C M n L=  bits. The flow chart for identification of D  
and k

n  is given in Fig. 3. The difference between aN ’s  of 
the two consecutive rank-deficient matrices is identification of 

D  and ratio ( A
D ) is identified value of k

n .  In flowchart, 

condition 1A
D ≥  ensures that rank-deficient matrices are 

registered for identification of D  and k
n  only when rows of 

the matrix M  contain integer multiple codewords, therefore, it 
ensures that rank-deficient matrix due to noise are eliminated for 
the identification process. The proposed algorithm, therefore, 
does not require channel knowldege. 

In proposed algorithm, we get an integer number of 
codewords in D  bits. The number of columns of the first rank-
deficient matrix in this scheme is given by the following two figure 2. flow chart for blind identification of convolution 

code parameters for a noiseless transmission7.

figure 1. the system block diagram.
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cases.
Case 1: D C≥
The first D  bits contain integer number of codewords and 

the number of columns of first rank-deficient matrix is equal to 
D  as it satisfies criterion C1.

Case 2: D C<
The number of columns in first rank-deficient matrix 

cannot be equal to D  as it violates criterion C1. As D  bits 
contain integer number of codewords, hence, the number 
of columns of first rank-deficient matrix has to be integer 
multiple of D , that is, equal to Da  ( a  is a positive integer, 

such that, D Ca ≥  and C
D

 a =   ). (Since D Ca ≥  implies 

/ /D n C na ≥ , hence C1 is satisfied).
The above two cases can be summarised  as criterion C2.
C2: The minimum number of columns of first rank 

deficient matrix of block interleaved convolution code is Da  
( C

D
 a =   , a  is a positive integer) such that, it satisfies 

criterion C1. 
The algorithms presented in papers5, 8, 13, 14 and our 

algorithm identify n  and  when interleaving is not integer 
multiple of codeword length. For identified  and n , there 
exist multiple solutions for L In this paper, case is addressed, 
where, only two solutions for L  exist, namely, 1L   and 2L   
( 2L L D= = ). 

5.2 method to Choose between L1 and L2 
Remove 1L bits from the beginning of N  received bits. 
Case A: 1L  used at transmitter

By removing 1L  bits, we exhaust 1L
n

 
  

 codewords from 

the received N  bits. Therefore, there exists ( ) 1LD
n n

 aβ = −   
 

codewords in the first 1D La −  bits. Concatenation of 

subsequent 1L bits to 1D La −  bits adds 1L
n

 
  

 codewords 

to β , therefore, there are in total 1L
n

 β +   
  codewords in 

Da  bits. We have to check whether 1
CL

n n
 β + ≥  

  such that 

criterion C2 is satisfied.
Let us consider three possibilities:

(a) In case of D C> , a  is equal to 1 . As n  is an integer 
multiple of D  and C  and 1n ≠ , D  is greater than 1C + . 

Therefore, 1 1 1 –1D D CL L L
n n nn n n

     β + = − + = ≥          
  

(b) In case of D C< , a is equal to C
D

 
  . The value of a

is, therefore, greater than 1 and it is positive integer and 
D Ca ≥ .

If D Ca > , as Da  and C  both are integer multiple of n , 
1n ≠  so 1D Ca > + . Hence,

1 1 1 –1D D CL L L
n n nn n n

a a     β + = − + = ≥          
 . 

Therefore, both cases (a) and (b) (when D Ca > ) ensure that 
1

CL
n n

 β + ≥  
. The number of columns of first rank-deficient 

matrix, hence, turns out to be equal to Da , which is same as 
computed for N bits. 

If D Ca =  then 1 1 1 –1D C CL L L
n n nn n n

a     β + = − + = <            
1 1 1 –1D C CL L L

n n nn n n
a     β + = − + = <          

. Therefore, we have to concatenate subsequent 

m ( m is a positive integer) blocks of 1L  bits to Da  bits such 

that it satisfies 1
CL

n n
 β + ≥  

. Thus, in case of D Ca = , the 

number of columns of first rank-deficient matrix is 1D mLa + . 

figure 3. flow chart for blind identification of block interleaved convolution code.
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(c) In case of ( )1D C= a = . Hence, 1 1 1 –1D D CL L L
n n nn n n

     β + = − + = <          
1 1 1 –1D D CL L L

n n nn n n
     β + = − + = <          

. Therefore, we have to concatenate 

subsequent m ( m is a positive integer) blocks of 1L  bits 

to Da  bits such that it satisfies 1
CL

n n
 β + ≥  

. Thus, 

in case of D C= , the number of columns of first rank-
deficient matrix is 1D mLa + . 

Case B: 2L  used at transmitter
Removal of 1L  bits from the beginning of N received 

bits, results in three possibilities, namely, 
(a) We exhaust maximum codewords, that is, 1L from first 

Da  bits
In case of 1L codewords removed, there exists 

( ) 1
D Ln

aβ = −  codewords in the first 1D La −  bits. 
Concatenation of subsequent 1L  bits to 1D La −  bits adds 0  
codewords to β . Therefore, in the case of 2L  used at transmitter, 
the number of columns of first rank-deficient matrix is not 
equal to Da . Instead of concatenating subsequent 1L  bits if 
we concatenate 2L  bits to 1D La −  bits, 1L  codewords are 

added to β  codewords. Therefore, there are totally ( )D
n

a  

codewords in 1 2–D L La +  bits, which are ( )/C n≥ . At this 

point, 1 2–D L La +  is not integer multiple of n , as 1L  is not 
multiple of n . Concatenating subsequent 1L bits to 1 2–D L La +
bits makes total number of columns of the matrix equals to 

2D La + . This will satisfy the criterion C2 as 2 .L D=   

(b) We exhaust minimum codewords, that is, 1L
n

 γ =   
 

from first Da  bits
In case of 1L

n
 
  

 codewords removed, there exists 

( ) 1/ LD n n
 β = a −   

 codewords in the first 1D La −  bits. 

This situation arises when first 1L  bits are interleaved across 
first 1L  bits. Thus, concatenating subsequent 1L  bits to 

1D La −  bits adds 1L
n

 
  

 codewords to existing β  codeords. 

Further analysis is same as Case A and its sub-cases. 

(c) We exhaust number of codewords such that, γ <  exhausted 
codewords 1L<
Let the number of exhausted codewords is equal to 1γ + , 

that is, 1 1L
n

  +  
 codewords. There exists ( ) 1/ –1LD n n

 β = a −   
 

codewords in the first 1D La −  bits. Thus, concatenating 
subsequent 1L  bits to 1D La −  bits, adds 1 1L

n
  −  

  
codewords to existing β  codeords. That is, total number of 

codewords in Da  bits is equal to 1 1– 1 1 – 3D D DL L
n nn n n

a a a        − + − = ≤                
1 1– 1 1 – 3D D DL L

n nn n n
a a a        − + − = ≤                

. This condition does not satisfy the 

criterion C2. The minimum number of columns required, 
therefore, is more than Da  columns.

As, the number of columns required for first rank-deficient 
matrix is more than Da  columns for 1γ +  removed codewords, 
removing codewords more than 1γ +  or 1L≤ , will not satisfy 
the criterion C2. Therefore, for sub-cases a and c, instead of 
concatenating 1L  bits, we have to concatenate  1 2L L≥ +  bits so 
that criterion C2 is satisfied. The number of columns required 
for first rank-deficient matrix will always be more than Da  for 
sub-cases a and c. 

The above two cases a and B can be summarised as  
Table 1.

5.3 limitations of Proposed method
This method fails to differentiate between 1L  and 2L  in 

the following situations.
i. In case of exhausted codewords are equal to 1L

n
 
  

.

ii. If a rank 2 2 2) , ( ),(D
kR C C D Dn= + µ = a +′  of the second 

rank-deficient matrix, computed for received N  bits, is 
such that, 2DR D< a . 
In case of limitation 1, it is observed from simulations 

that with 1L  used at the transmitter and 1–N L  bits, rank of 
the first rank deficient matrix, with the number of columns 
equals to 1 1C D mL= a + , increases by 2≤  compared to the 
rank of the matrix (computed for N  bits) with equal number 
of columns 1C  by concatenating subsequent 1L  bits to 1–N L  
bits. Whereas, for 2L  used at the transmitter rank increment 
is more than 2 . The reason is that in case of 2L  used at 
transmitter, removing first 1L  bits from Da  bits at receiver, 

table 1. summary of method to choose between L1 and L2

a. L1used at transmitter

(Exhausted Codewords 
(τ) from first aD bits = 

1L
n

 
  

)

three 
possibilities

sub-cases number of columns of first 
rank-deficient matrix

remarks

D > C ---------  aD Removing first L1 bits from received N bits then 
concatenating subsequent L1 bits to first aD-L1bitsD < C aD > C  aD

aD = C aD+mL1

D = C ---------- aD+mL1

B. L2 used at transmitter 

aD+L2

exhausted Codewords (τ) 
from first aD bits

  

 L1or 1Lγ < τ < > aD+L2
Removing first L1bits from received N bits then 
concatenating subsequent > L1+L2 bits to first 
aD-L1 bits

1L
n

 γ =   
Same as L1used at transmitter
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most of the times, deletes more codewords than 
for the case of 1L  bits used at transmitter from 
the first Da  bits. Therefore, more independent 
bits are left in first 1D La − bits in case of 2L  
bits used at transmitter than for the case of 1L  
bits used at the transmitter. For limitation 2, in 
case of 2L used at the transmitter, rank of the 
matrix with the number of columns equals to 

1 1D L L Da − + = a  (Removing first 1L  bits from 
the N  bits then concatenating subsequent 1L  
bits to first 1D La −  bits) would be less than Da  
as 2DR D< a  and D D Da < a + . Therefore, for 
both cases, 1L  and 2L  used at transmitter, the 
number of columns of first rank-deficient matrix 
is Da . From simulations it is observed that for 

1L  used at the transmitter and 1–N L  bits, rank 
of the first rank deficient matrix, increases by 1  
or 2  compared to the rank of the matrix computed for N
bits. Whereas, for 2L used at the transmitter rank increment 
is more than 2 . The reason behind this is same as given for 
limitation 1.  

6. sImulAtIon setuP And results
The simulation has been performed in MatLab to 

evaluate performance of proposed algorithm. In simulation, the 
sequence consisting i.i.d random variables, chosen from discrete 
uniform distribution is generated. The length of the random 
sequence is such that after convolution encoding of random 
sequence, the total number of encoded bits is, 50,000N ≈ . 
The encoded sequence is divided into blocks of the length L  
bits and each block is then block interleaved. The convolutional 
coded block interleaved  sequence is then transmitted over a 
BSC, having bit error probability p . The output of the BSC is 
used as an input to proposed algorithm for the identification of 
k

n  and L. The Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of simulation 
setup. The performance of an algorithm for convolution codes 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2,1,7 , 3,1,3 , 3,1,6 , 3,2,5 , 4,3,4 , 4,1,7 , 4,1,10  and (5,1,3) 

5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,15,18,21,28L =  and 30 has been simulated. 
In simulation, it is observed that performance of proposed 
algorithm is same in terms of probability of correct detection 
for different code rates and interleaver lengths. The Fig. 5 
shows the simulation results.

From Fig. 5, it is observed that D  is identified correctly 
with probability of detection equal to 1  for the BER values 
of less than or equal to 310− . The coderate k

n  and L  are 
identified correctly with probability of detection equal to 1  for 
the BER values of less than or equal to 410− .

7. ConClusIons
The algorithm for joint identification of interleaver 

length and convolution code parameters where L  need not 
to be integer multiple of n  has been discussed. In this case 

, 1, ,L n += λ λ > λ ∈ ¡  proposed algorithm and algorithm 
presented in15 identifies ( ), .D LCM n L=  In this paper, 
an algorithm is presented that identifies L  using detected 
values of D  and n . As proposed algorithm is non-iterative, 
therefore, computational complexity of algorithm is less 
than iterative algorithms presented8,13. The performance of 

figure 4. the block diagram of simulation setup.

figure 5. the probability of correct detection vs Ber for BsC for identification 
of block interleaved convolution code parameters.

algorithms presented in8,13, depends on the channel variance 
knowledge. In proposed algorithm channel information 
is not required. The proposed algorithm identifies D  
correctly with probability of detection equal to 1  for the 
BER values of less than or equal to 10-3. The coderate k

n  
and L  are identified correctly with probability of detection 
equal to 1  for the BER values of less than or equal to 10-4.
In general, all FEC schemes provide coding gain for BER 
upto 10-2 to 10-1 depending upon the type of modulation and 
communication channel under consideration. Algorithm 
developed, to identify interleaver length from detected n  and 
D  in this paper can be used with the algorithms presented 
in8,13 for identification of block interleaver length even at 
high BER of the order of 10-2. In this paper, algorithm is 
proposed for hard decision decoding. The development of 
algorithm for soft decision decoding may be consider as  
future work.
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